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influence, innovation, and structure: modernist evaluative ... - 11 frank r. rossiter, charles ives and his
america (new york: liveright, 1975), 249. the “ives legend” is summarized in gayle sherwood magee, charles
ives reconsidered (urbana: university of illinois press, 2008), 2. 12 for feder’s direct response to solomon, see
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sound national federation of music clubs membership education ... - charles ives and his america by
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schwartz. da capo press, new york, 1979. charles ives in the mirror - muse.jhu - the seven ives
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r. rossiter’s charles ives and his america (1975), is notable for the space it devotes to examining the american
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and his america (new york: liveright, 1975). and burkholder the music of frank ticheli - asunews home
page - with the bands of america national honor band. frank ticheli is the winner of the 2006 nba/william d.
revelli memorial band composition contest for his symphony no. 2. other awards for his music include the
charles ives and the goddard lieberson awards, both from the american academy of arts and letters, the walter
no place like home - da camera - beethoven’s piano sonatas to american maverick charles ives’s haunting
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